Almost all electric energy of electric industries is generated by synchro- 
performances of AC motors. 1 4) The paper will now apply the method to analyses of the salient-pole synchronous machine, whose analyses have been exclusively made by Park's equations based on the d,q axis theory, but they have neither provided adequate analytical solutions nor computer simulations of the synchronous machine. In this paper it will be shown that the spiral vector method provides both of them.
2. Steady state analysis of salient-pole synchronous machine. Fig. 1 shows the model of the salient-pole synchronous machine for the analysis which follows. It is the permanentmagnet-excited type or the field winding type. Self inductances of the armature windings are functions of spacial angle e, which is the angle between the center line of winding of phase a and the direct axis of the salient-pole.
Then we have
(1) Angle ip is phase difference between double frequency variations of self inductances of eq.
(2) and mutual inductances of eq. (3) and is to be determined shortly in this paper. 
Triple frequency terms are given in the brancketed term second from the end for the triple-frequency terms to disappear the following conditions are and in or
Salient-pole synchronous machines are constructed so that these conditions are satisfied. From symmetry of the machine structure we have
Inserting eqs. (7) and (8), Xga of eq. (6) now becomes (9) Aga=-(3L/2)f IIa +2 cos (cat+5o,) cos (cot+~o,)-(3L' /2)4/f I la cos (cat+25P-So,) Now variables are expressed in circular vectors, and then eq. (9) becomes
Here ia= V l a = \/72 11 e 3t+ ~1> is circular vector of current of phase a. Circuit equation of phase a of the synchronous generator is now given by
Here 11 is primary leakage inductance and ea is internal induced voltage given below.
(12) ea=jc~Ae"°t+~d)=w2e'(mt+~), = Od+ 2 Equation (11) contains phase a only, being segregated from other phases. In order for phase a to represent primary three phases, subscript a is changed to 1 and eq. (11) becomes
In this equation inductance becomes eq. (14), which is a complex inductance.
Under steady states operator p becomes jw and variables are circular vectors, which are now expressed by capital letters with • on top. Then eq. (13) becomes
Vector diagram corresponding to eq. (15) at t=0, is shown in Fig. 2 . Resistance is increased by w(3M'/2) x sin(2q -2q 1) due to saliency. And motor torque is also increased due to saliency by (16) 3(P/2)(3L'/2) sin (2cp-2cp1) 1I,12 [N-m] where P is number of poles. This is saliency torque or reluctance torque. In order for 2w+ w' frequency terms to disappear, the condition of eq. (7) is sufficient. And the Aga of eq. (18) When the generator is permanent-magnet-excited or its field current is kept constant, A is constant.
Then eq. (22) becomes (23) e,-v, = -R1i+(1,+3L2)pi, Let us write the general solution of eq. (23) as follows; (24) i, = i1 t + 1 I, ej (0t + Sid)
The first term is the transient state term and the second term is the steady state term, which was obtained in the previous section. Inserting eq. (24) into eq. (23), we get (25) 0=R~i1 t+ (l +3L/2)pi1 t+(3L'/2)p(e'2c~t+~d)i*)
The last term is a time function, which behaves as a forcing function. As a first approximation, let us assume ilt = Ae-for the forcing function. Then eq. (25) becomes
The forcing function is a spiral vector and general solution of this equation is given, as follows.
and A is an arbitrary constant, which is to be determined by an initial condition. We can repeat the process by inserting the solution of eq. (27) The circuit equation of the field winding is in a similar way derived, as follows,
Eqs. (32) and (33) are circuit equations to be solved simultaneously. 5. Computer simulation of the synchronous generator. In the spiral vector method performance equations are written in terms of original state variables, without any variable transformation. Thus the equations are very suitable to make computer simulation of the synchronous machine, which can be incooperated with ease into simulation of the power system. In the conventional theories, such as the d, q axis theory or Park's equations, it seems that adequate computer simulation is not available.
Computer simulation of the synchronous generator will be given, as an example, of equations (32) and (33) in section 4. They are modified as below (34) i, = -vl -?~ -3 !-_ (e'2ei*) + f i f eye 
